
## Loading required package: reshape

##

## Attaching package: 'reshape'

##

## The following object(s) are masked from 'package:plyr':

##

## rename, round_any

##

## Loading required package: grid

## Loading required package: proto

## Warning message: cannot open file '../hw/results/hw1-grades.csv': No such file or directory

## Error: cannot open the connection
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Problem Set 1

Scores
The scores were very good

I Median [25th-75th] = 9.875 [9-10.75]

I Max = 11

Formatting

I Write answers and include R code

I Copy and paste code; no screenshots

I Format R code with Courier

I Remove extraneous code not directly supporting your answer;
e.g. no mistakes.

I If you ask me a question. Include the relevant R code.



Problem Set 1

It was the most di�cult. It asked for the 5 highest values of
more_ent.
Many of you did something like this:

load("../doc/data/sopa.rda")

more_ent <- sopa$entertainment - sopa$internet

order(more_ent, decreasing = TRUE)[1:5]

## [1] 30 19 142 18 213



Factors in R

I Factors are categorical variables

I Factors are similar to character vectors

I Factors di�er in meaning from character vectors
I factor = category names
I character = blob of text

I Factors can be unordered or ordered

I In many datasets, integers may be used to for categorical
variables, both nominal and ordinal.



Example with Factors

str(sopa)

class(sopa$party)

levels(sopa$state)

grades <- factor(c("A", "B", "C", "A", "D"))

grades

levels(grades)

levels(grades) <- c("D", "C", "B", "A")

grades2 <- ordered(c("A", "B", "C", "A", "D"),

levels = LETTERS[4:1])



Missing Values (NA)

Missing values are represented by a special symbol NA.

load("../doc/data/psc205.rda")

summary(psc205$economy3)

is.na(psc205$economy3)

sum(is.na(psc205$economy3))

mean(psc205$economy3)

mean(psc205$economy3, na.rm = TRUE)

I How many missing values in psc205$santorum?

I Calculate the mean of psc205$santorum excluding missing
values.



Descriptive Statistics

statistic(s) function name

Mean mean

Median median

Variance var

Standard deviation sd

Quantiles quantile

Interquartile range IQR

Five-number summary summary

Exercise

I Find these statistics for sopa$seniority (number of years in
o�ce)?

I For quantiles, �nd the 25th and 75th quantiles.



Standard Deviation, Mean
The de�nition of the mean is

1

n

n∑
i=1

xi (1)

In R, this is

foo <- 1:10

sum(foo)/length(foo)

## [1] 5.5

The de�nition of the variance is

1

n − 1

n∑
i=1

(xi − x̄)2 (2)

How would you program that in R? It will take two steps. The �rst
is to �nd the mean (x̄). Check your answer against var.



Standard Deviation Answer

foo <- 1:10

foo.mean <- mean(foo)

foo.ss <- (foo - foo.mean)^2

foo.var <- (1/(length(foo) - 1)) * sum(foo.ss)

foo.var

## [1] 9.167

var(foo)

## [1] 9.167



Mode

The function mode in R does not calculate the statistical mode.
You can calculate it using the table

states.count <- table(sopa$state)

names(states.count)[states.count == max(states.count)]

## [1] "CA"



Plotting in R

See http://addictedtor.free.fr/graphiques/

http://addictedtor.free.fr/graphiques/


Simple Graphics in R

A scatter plot,

plot(sopa$entertainment, sopa$internet)

a hisogram,

hist(sopa$entertainment)

and a density plot.

plot(density(sopa$entertainment))



Adding titles

hist(sopa$entertainment, xlab = "Dollars contributed

by the entertainment industry",

main = "Distribution by the Entertainment Industry

Contributions to Congressmen",

ylab = "Density")

abline(v = mean(sopa$entertainment), col = "red")

abline(v = median(sopa$entertainment), col = "green")

abline(v = quantile(sopa$entertainment, 0.75),

col = "blue")



Graphing Exercise

I Make a scatter plot of internet campaign contributions versus
entertainment campaign contributions.

I Make a density of plot of the di�erence between internet and
entertainment dollars.



Getting Help on Graphics

There is a lot we didn't cover. Use the help pages.



Where do the SOPA supporters get money from?
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Saving Plots Manually

This will save the output of the plot

# Opens a file to save to

pdf("plotname.pdf")

hist(sopa$entertainment)

abline(v = mean(sopa$entertainment), col = "red")

## Closes the graphic device and saves

dev.off()

See ?png to save it as a png �le.


